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NIS2: New year, new
European security rules

The heir to the NIS Directive has been
adopted. NIS2 introduces far-reaching
changes such as C-level criminal liability to
ensure that economic actors take digital
assets security seriously. Transposition is
due to take place within the next 21 months.

Read the article

Is Africa the next cyber El
Dorado

Countries that are evolving and becoming
aware of cyber issues, an Internet market
that is soaring, but also geopolitical issues
and major gaps to �ll: Africa is a cyber
market that is both seductive and
intimidating. To see more clearly, inCyber
met with Franck Kié, General Commissioner
of the Cyber Africa Forum, and Clément
Rossi, Director of Partnerships of the FIC. An
in-depth analysis.

Read the article

[OneTrust] Ethics and
compliance for the younger
generatio

Regulatory compliance projects and the
application of major ethical principles are
both highly challenging issues for
companies. Attracting the younger
generation and mastering all the algorithms
from start to �nish are two major
challenges.

Read the article

Fighting in the Metaverse: a
virtual world that is already
available to our Army experts

Se renseigner, in�uencer, leurrer, cibler,
recruter, former. Le nouveau monde virtuel,
augmenté et hybridé en gestation, génère
un océan de données, dont les « terriens »
comptent pro�ter pour mieux attaquer et
défendre. Les meilleurs spécialistes civils et
militaires étaient récemment réunis à l’École
Militaire pour en parler.

Read the article
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How to Increase Citizens’ Cybersecurity

The International Cybersecurity Forum (FIC) Agora white paper “United we stand, divided we fall.
Citizens and 21st Century cybersecurity” is timely published. We are living in the age of big data,
when more and more concerns arise about data security. The need for cybersecurity awareness is
becoming increasingly urgent due to our dependence on ICT across all aspects of our society.

Read the edito

FIC 2023 - Calls for contributions Hacking Lab and
Masterclasses

 from December 15, 2022 to February 3, 2023

The 2023 edition of the International Cybersecurity Forum (FIC) will be held at Lille Grand
Palais on April 5, 6 and 7. On this occasion, several formats are expected: plenary sessions,
conferences, technical demonstrations, attack demonstrations, FIC Talk and masterclass. You
can apply for the Hacking Lab and Masterclasses on the dates indicated, from December 15,
2022 to February 3, 2023.

Plus d'informations
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